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University of Toronto Press, Canada, 2003. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 218 x 152 mm.
Language: English Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Using a rich variety of historical
sources, Suzanne Morton traces the history of gambling regulation in five Canadian provinces -
Nova Scotia, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, and B.C. - from the First World War to the federal
legalization in 1969. This regulatory legislation, designed to control gambling, ended a long period
of paradox and pretence during which gambling was common, but still illegal. Morton skilfully
shows the relationship between gambling and the wider social mores of the time, as evinced by
labour, governance, and the regulation of vice. Her focus on the ways in which race, class, and
gender structured the meaning of gambling underpins and illuminates the historical data she
presents. She shows, for example, as Old Canada (the Protestant, Anglo-Celtic establishment)
declined in influence, gambling took on a less deviant connotation - a process that continued as
charity became secularized and gambling became a lucrative fundraising activity eventually linked
to the welfare state. At Odds is the first Canadian historical examination of gambling, a complex
topic which is still met by moral ambivalence, legal proscription, and...
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It is great and fantastic. Yes, it really is engage in, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like how the author write this pdf.
-- Rom a  Pr oha ska  MD-- Rom a  Pr oha ska  MD

This pdf can be worth a read through, and a lot better than other. I really could comprehended everything using this written e book. I am just pleased to
explain how this is actually the very best book i have read through in my individual lifestyle and can be he very best publication for actually.
-- Ja clyn Pr ice-- Ja clyn Pr ice
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